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Will Power

Look at the photograph and answer the following questions.

1. What is the man doing in the picture?

2. How is he different from other persons?

2. What do you learn from his life?

Now your teacher will tell you the story of a school boy, who did not

want to go to school because of his disability. Listen carefully and answer

the following questions .

1. Why didn’t Rahul want to go to school?

2. ‘Disability is not a curse.’ What do you mean by this?

8
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Will Power

Exactly three hundred years after the death of the great

scientist Galileo, Stephen William Hawking was born

in Oxford,England on 8th January, 1942. Little did his

parents know that Stephen would be hailed as one of

the greatest scientists of this century.

After schooling, Stephen joined University College, Oxford and studied

Physics. After obtaining a first class degree in Natural Sciences, he went to

Cambridge to do research. Since 1979, he has held the post of Professor of

Mathematics, the one held by Isaac Newton in 1663.

At the age of 17, Stephen started noticing that he was becoming increasingly

clumsy and even fell down a couple of times, for no reason. Shortly after

his 21st birthday, he was taken to hospital and made to undergo a number of

tests. He was shocked, when he

realized he had an incurable disease,

a type of sclerosis, which weakened

his muscles. The physicians predicted

an early death for him.

He went back to Cambridge and

carried on his research. He was not

able to make much progress. He

thought that he might not live for long

and that his PhD would never be

completed. However he finished it.

As his scientific reputation increased,

his disability got worse. Even feeding

himself and getting in and out of bed

became difficult. In 1980, he had to

rely upon nurses. In 1985 he

underwent an operation in the wind-

A. Reading
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pipe. After this, he needed 24 hours nursing

care. Before the operation, his speech was

not clear, but at least he could communicate.

But the operation distanced him from his

ability to speak altogether. However, a

computer programme specially devised for

him, helped him communicate. Using this

programme, a book has been written, and

dozens of scientific papers have been

presented. Many scientific talks have also

been given.

He was awarded medals and prizes. He has twelve honourary degrees to his

credit. Stephen Hawking’s life long illness has not prevented him having a

very happy life, and being successful in his work. He continues his research

in Physics. He has been travelling and delivering public lectures though it

requires a great mental and physical effort. He has exhibited remarkable

survival skills and has dared to defy misfortune.

From the life of Stephen Hawking, it is understood that one need not lose

hope. His life is an example that disability need not prevent one from reaching

great heights. Grit and determination are his formulae to overcome crises. If

there is a will, one need hardly struggle to find a way. For, the mind can

triumph over matter! While Stephen William Hawking inspired the whole

world with his uncrushable spirit and will power, do you know, who inspired

him, reach such a great heights? He is none other than his Mathematics teacher,

DikranTahta.

   hailed (v) :  praised publicly

  sclerosis (n) : a medical condition in which a part inside the body

becomes hard

   reputation (n) : state of being known

 Glossary
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   rely (v) : depend

   universe (n) : the whole of space and all the stars, planets and other

forms of matter and energy in it

   phenomenon (n) : something that is observed to happen or exist.

   honourary degree: a degree that is awarded in recognition of one’s

   (noun phrase) service to a particular field

   defy (v) : refuse to obey

   grit (n) : courage to continue doing something even though

it is very difficult

   triumph (v) : succeed

I. Answer the following questions.

1. What similarity do you find in Stephen Hawking and Isaac Newton?

2. How did Stephen communicate after he lost his ability of speech

completely?

3. Do you know any other person who fought against his/her destiny?

4. What do you learn from Stephen’s life?

II. Say whether the following statements are True or False. Correct

the false statements and write them in the space provided.

1. Stephen can undoubtedly be considered one of the greatest scientists

of this century.

2. Stephen Hawking and Isaac Newton were the Professors of

Mathematics at Cambridge University at the same time.

3. The physicians predicted an early death for Stephen.

4. Stephen Hawking could not complete his Ph.D because of his illness.

5. After the operation Stephen’s speech became clear.

 Comprehension
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III. Read the following sentences and tick ( 33333)the correct choice.

1. Stephen Hawking has been healthy/not healthy throughout his life.

2. Stephen’s illness prevented/did not prevent him from having a very

happy family life.

3. Stephen defied/obeyed his misfortune.

4. Stephen proved/did not prove that one can overcome crises with

grit and determination.

IV.  Read the text and complete the table.

1942       Stephen Hawking was born in Oxford England

1959

1963

1979

1980

1985
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 Vocabulary

I.    Tick(33333) the word that is nearest in meaning to the word underlined

in the sentence.

1.   Stephen Hawking was hailed by everyone for his contribution to the

field of science.

a) criticized  b) praised        c) scolded         d) abused

 2.  Stephen triumphed over his sickness because of his strong will.

a)  won b) fought        c) strengthened         d) lost

3. The ISRO’s reputation is doubled when it successfully launched PSLV

C21, its 100th Mission.

a) fame  b) capacity        c) strength         d)burden

II. Pick out the singular/ plural of the following words from the text.

1. phenomenon

2. formula

3. height

4. crisis

III.Find out from the text the word that are opposite in meaning to the

words given below.

Sl.No Words Opposites

1 ability

2 fortune

3 ordinary

4 curable

5 regress

6 easy

7 permit

8 crushable
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Grammar

Look at the following sentence.

‘After schooling, Stephen joined University College, Oxford and studied

Physics.’

In this sentence, the word,‘schooling’is a noun though it looks like a

verb. Such nouns are called ‘Gerunds’.

Remember, Gerunds (v+ing) are never preceded by any other verb. As

you can see in the following example:

‘He is swimming.’ Here swimming is not a gerund.

I. Pick out some more gerunds from the text or from elsewere  and

write them in the box given below.

1 6

2 7

3 8

4 9

5 10

Now, use these gerunds in your sentences both as verbs and as

nouns.

Example: He is swimming. Swimming is good for health.
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Writing

II. Rewrite the following sentences using gerunds instead of the

underlined words.

1.To do research in Cosmology in Cambridge is Hawking’s dream.

2.At the age of seventeen Stephen started to notice that he was not

feeling well.

3.To make progress in his research with ill-health became difficult

for Stephen.

4. To communicate without speech is very difficult.

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

III.Say which of the following are gerunds.

1. Krishna is walking towards the temple.

2. Swimming in the Atlantic is very dangerous.

3. Eating junk food is injurious to health.

4. Walking, running and playing games are good for health.

5. Usha is always talking over her new mobile phone.

One day Lalitha participated in a seminar. Look

at her speech, at the seminar on‘The Lives of

Great People’.

Respected HM sir, teachers and fellow students, I

am very happy to take part in this seminar. I would

like to talk about the life of Stephen Hawking.
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Do you know who Stephen William Hawking is? Oh! He is one of the

greatest scientists of the world. He has received twelve honourary degrees

and has been awarded many medals and prizes. He has written many books.

Of course, his achievements may be seen usual to everyone. What I

want to tell you is that, he has achieved all these in spite of his prolonged

illness. You know, he has been suffering from an incurable disease which

has weakened his muscles since he was 17 years old. Though his doctors

have told him that he would die soon, he hasn’t   stopped his research work.

He has made remarkable contribution to the field of science even though he

can not move or speak a word.

Undoubtedly, I feel that his life is a source of  inspiration to every one

of us. He was able to do all these only because of his strong will power.

Hence, I believe in will power; one can achieve wonders in one’s life.

Thank you one and all for giving me this opportunity.

Answer the following questions.

1. How does Lalitha start her speech?

2. Which are the points, she stressed and how are they organised?

3. How does she concluded her speech?

Work in groups.

• Select a great personality.

• Collect information about him/her from various sources.

• Prepare a speech focusing on his/her greatness and how he/she

influenced others

• Plan a speech on the events of his/her life. (how to begin, how

to organize the events in sequential order and how to conclude…)

• Discuss with your friends and make necessary corrections in

your speech.

• Write your speech on a chart.

• Present your version before the class.
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Recite the following poem.

Keep Your Spirits High

The present seems all dreary

The future very grim,

Your problems are perplexing,

Your chances rather slim.

You’re sick and tired of trying,

And your hope is fading,

There’s only one solution

It’s “keep your spirits high.

The way ahead is puzzling,

And clouds obstruct your view,

If this is how you’re feeling,

There’s just one thing to do;

Don’t prove yourself a quitter

Though you’re feeling sad and bitter,

But grit your teeth and bear it

And keep your spirits high!

Good luck is round the corner

So have a smiling face:

For soon your fears will vanish,

And joy will take their place,

B. Reading
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 Comprehension

Look forward to tomorrow

There will be an end to sorrow,

Because you have courage,

To keep your spirits high.

 - Hope Spencer

   dreary (adj) : boring

   perplexing (adj) : confusing

   slim (adj) : very lean, light

   fade (v) : disappear, become weak

   puzzle (v) : feel confuse because it is difficulty to understand

   obstruct (v) : hinder, prevent

  quitter (n) : a person who gives up easily and does not finish the

task they have

  nearly (adv) : almost

  round the corner  (adv. phr)  :    about to happen

   vanish  (v) : disappear

Answer the following questions.

1. Why does the poet say, ‘Keep your spirits high’? What does the

first stanza talk about?

2. What does the second stanza suggest about the mood of the poet?

3. The poet says, ‘Look forward to tomorrow’ in the third stanza. How

should we look forward to tomorrow?

4. Does the poet feel that there is some hope or does he feel that there is

no hope?

 Glossary
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   C. Reading

1.Thomas Alva Edison

I was dull in my studies and

could not study much. I was deaf and

unable to hear anything. Around the age

of twelve, I lost almost all my hearing.

Once I was grabbed by my ears and lifted

to a train and it might have caused me

the disability. I did not let my disability

discourage me. However, and often I

treated it as an asset, since it made it

easier for me to concentrate on my

experiments and research. What made

me such a great inventor is my questioning mind. As a young boy I

was busy doing experiments. Though I failed in all my experiments,

I learnt a lot from them.

At the age of 12, I saved the life of the son of a station

master. As a reward of it I got the opportunity of learning telegraph

operation. Then I did the job of a telegraph operator travelling

throughout the United States. I, however, saved enough money

from my earnings to open a workshop of my own and set about my

experiments.

I invented Voice recorder, Printing telegraph and Carbon

telephone transmitter.  I had made over 1000 experiments before I

succeeded in inventing the ‘electric bulb’. In 1882, I set up a power

station, which supplied power, first time, to a few residents of

New York city.
(Thomas Alva Edison)
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2. Glenn Cunningham

I was a good runner. In races at

school, I ran faster than my friends. ‘I want

to become the fastest runner in the world,’

I told myself.

One day, there was a big fire at my

school. I was burnt very badly. My legs

were burnt more than any other part of my

body. The doctors looked at my legs and

said that I would not be able to run again.

‘I want to run!’ shouted I. ‘I want to run!’

‘You will not be able to run,’ said the doctors. ‘You should

be happy if you can walk.’

But I did not listen to the doctor. ‘I won’t give up,’ I told

myself. ‘I’ll run!’

I was in bed for a year. When I got up, I tried to walk. I fell

down. But I did not give up. I kept trying.

At last I was able to walk. The doctors were surprised. Then

I started to run again. Soon I could run faster than my friends.

Later, I became the fastest runner of my time. I showed that

anything could be done, if we tried hard enough.

(Glenn Cunningham)
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3.Louis Braille

I was born in a little

town near Paris in 1809. My

father was a cobbler. When I

was three years old, I crept into

my father’s shop to make

shoes. But the awl, a sharp

pointed tool used to pierce

holes in leather, slipped from my hands and pierced my eye,

destroying it forever. Soon my other eye also got infected, and by

the time I was four years old, my vision was lost.

At school, I discovered that there were special books for

us. Since these books had large letters that were raised off the

pages, their pages were very big and the books were heavy and

bulky. I started to read the books enthusiastically, but soon I found

it a tiring exercise. It took me so long to ‘feel and read’ the books

that there was no enjoyment left in the experience. This set me

thinking.

One day in 1821 Charles Barbier, a soldier visited our

school. He brought with him a system called ‘night writing’ that

he had invented, at Nepolian’s request, which would help soldiers

in the battle front to communicate with one another without talking

or showing a light that would reveal their position. It was made of

12 raised dots that could be combined to represent different words

and sounds.

I saw the potentiality of the system. Over the next few months

I worked hard, simplified Barbier’s code until I had developed a
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 Glossary

   asset (n ) : a person or a thing that is valuable

   concentrate (v) : give all attention

   succeeded (v) : had the result

   resident (n) : a person who lives in a particular place

   crept (v) : moved slowly or quickly because you do not want

to be seem or hard

   awl (n) : a small pointed tool used for making holes,

especially in leather

   pierce (v) : make a small hole with a sharp object

   reveal (v) : make something known

   potentiality (n) : a power or a quality that exists

I. Answer the following questions

1. How did Edison’s failure in his experiments in childhood help

him?

2. How did Braille help the blind people?

3. What changes did Louis Braille make to Charles Barbier’s system

of writing?

4. What were Edison’s famous inventions?

5. What do you know about Glenn Cunningham?

6. What is common to these three greatmen?

clear and simple system of writing that used only six dots. I also

discovered that my father’s awl- the very tool that damaged my eye

– was  perfect for making the raised dots. I also developed an

alphabet made up entirely of six dots.

 Comprehension
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II. Find some similarities and dissimilarities between Edison and Braille.

Write them in the space provided below. One is done for you.

Similarities Dissimilarities

•both of them are disabled.

III.Say whether the following statements are true or false. Make

necessary changes to the false statements to make them true.

1. Edison was an Englishman.

2. Edison’s questioning mind made him a great inventor.

3. Edison invented the electric bulb in his first experiment.

4. Glenn Cunnigham gave up trying to walk.

5. Louis Braille used only six dots in his system of writing.

6. Braille’s script was not accepted by his school principal.

IV.Based on your reading of text A and C, write the names of persons

you associate with the following facts.

1. Invented electric bulb.                            ( )

2. Invented a special script for the blind.   ( )

3. Became deaf in his childhood.               ( )

4. Became the fastest runner of his time.  ( )

5. Became blind in his childhood.              ( )

6. Became paralytic.                                    ( )

7. Burnt his legs very badly.                       ( )
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Project Work

Group work.

• Identify the children with special needs

and the nature of their  category.

• Identify the area in which they excel.

• How are they able to do well inspite of the problems/challenges they

face.

• Make a presentation to the class.

How well did I understand this unit?
Read and tick (33333) in the appropriate box.

Q                   Indicators Yes Somewhat No

1. I listened to and understood the listening

text.

2. I read and understood the texts;

a) Will Power

b) Thomas Alva Edison

c) Glenn Cunningham

d) Louis Braille

3. I talked about Hawking.

4. I understood and did the exercises in

‘gerunds’.

5. I understood and recited the poem, ‘Keep

Your Spirits High’ .

6. I was able to write;

a) a speech

b) similarities and dissimilarities of

Edison and Braille
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Appendix I

Texts for Listening

Unit 1

Let’s Be Friends

Ding ….. Dong ….. Ding …..

The school bell rang.

After the break time, all the children entered the class and were waiting for the teacher to come.

Suddenly they could hear a scream, ‘Ouch!’ outside the classroom.

Hearing the sound a few children peeped out of the room.

They saw Raghu walking towards the class rubbing his arm.

His eyes brimmed with tears.

‘Ah! Ah….Ah!’  Hari followed Raghu laughing.

As soon as they entered the class, a few girls and boys flocked around Raghu.

‘Hey! Raghu, what happened? Why are you crying?’ the girl asked.

‘Hari pinched me!’

‘Why?’

‘I don’t know,’ said Raghu looking at the red bruise on his arm.

‘Oh! he is really bad.’

‘I hate him,’ said Swapna rubbing her nose.

‘I too hate him, he always pinches and pushes,’ said one of the girls.

 ‘I’ll never sit beside him,’ said Rahul.

‘I hate the sight of him.’

‘The thought of playing with him irritates,’ said the other boys.

 As the children were talking, the teacher entered the class.

The children went back to their seats.

‘What happened, Raghu? Why are you crying?’ asked the teacher.

-     Anonymous
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Unit 2

Karate kitten

Kiran  heard a shout, ‘Kiran!’, ‘Kiran!’

‘Oh! Rohit! Why are you late today?’

Kiran ran towards Rohit.

‘I am about to go home. Come on, let’s play for a while and then go.’

‘I’m sorry Rohit, I’m not interested in playing now,’ said Rohit.

‘Why? What happened to you? Are you alright?’

‘I am alright Kiran. But my father...’

‘What happened to your father?’

‘He got an injury on his head today,’ said Rohit.

‘Has he met with an accident?’  exclaimed Kiran.

‘No, it’s not an accident, it’s only an incident,’ replied Rohit.

‘Our new pet Kitten is the cause.’

‘What! A kitten is the cause of the injury!’

‘Yes, it’s a long story.’

‘Tell me quickly. It’s already late.’

‘No, I’ll tell you tomorrow. I should go home. My father may be waiting for me.’

‘Alright. Bye, Rohit.’

‘Bye Kiran’

Both of them left the park.

Unit 3

Together We Live

Gopanna returned home tired and sat in the varandah.

‘Sita!  … Sita!… bring me a glass of water,’ he called his wife.

Laxmi, his daughter searched for water and found all the vessels empty.

“There is no water Nanna. Amma has gone to bring water from Rajanna’s mango garden.’
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‘Oh, did she go there? It is far away…’

Gopanna leaned against the wall and closed his eyes.

‘Look, Nanna, Amma is coming,’ shouted Laxmi.

Sita brought a half –filled pot.

‘So you have brought very little water,’ Gopanna  asked his wife.

‘ Yes, it’s very hard for me to fetch even this much of water. Thank God! At least we’ve got half

pot today. There was a long queue. There is no guarantee that tomorrow we will get even this

much,’ said Sita.

‘Nowadays life has become miserable.

No rains, no water, no cultivation…

No food …dry… everything dried up,’ said Gopanna sadly.

‘What shall we do now? Our cattle have also no food and water. We must do something,’ said

Sita.

Then Gopanna slowly got up, jerked his towel and walked towards the Gram panchayat.

Unit 4

A Big Surprise

Lalitha came from the school.

She put her school bag in the cupboard.

Her mother is busy in the kitchen.

Lalitha searched for her father. ‘Amma, where is Nanna?’ she asked her mother.

‘In the garden,’ replied her mother.

Lalitha ran to the garden.

‘Oh! Nanna, you are here.’

‘Yes dear come on!’

‘Nanna, why are you digging the soil?’

‘I want to sow some seeds,’ replied her father.

‘Great! What seeds will you sow now?’

‘Um… brinjal, lady’s finger, beans, many other seeds’
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‘Oh! Nanna, I like tomatoes. Do you have tomato seeds also?’

‘Yes, I know you like tomatoes. So I’ve brought them more.’

‘ Nanna, Nanna, please give me tomato seeds, I’ll sow them.’

‘ Sure,  why not?’

‘But Nanna,  when will tomatoes grow?’ asked Lalitha.

‘Wait, wait! First sow tomato seeds here.’

‘Then!’ said Lalitha.

‘Pour water regularly.’

‘Then!’

‘The seeds will grow into plants.’

‘Next!’

‘In a few months you’ll see many tomatoes in our garden.’

‘Wonderful, Nanna! Then I’ll have tomato curry, tomato pickle, tomato soup…’ clapped Lalitha.

Unit 5

The Food We Eat

‘Harsha!Chitra! Wake up. It’s already half past seven, we are getting late,’ shouted Dr.Aruna.

‘Just five minutes, mom, please…’

‘No, there is no time for us. Breakfast is ready and I am waiting at the   table.Hurry up children!

Let’s have our breakfast.’

‘Mom! What have you prepared for breakfast today?’

‘Idli and a glass of milk with millets in it.’

‘Oh! No, mom, I don’t want to eat those big white tablets and that raagi malt,’ said Chitra.

‘Why no? It’s good for health and moreover I don’t have time to prepare anything else, dear.’

‘But,why?’

‘Well, today I have to attend an important school programme.  I’m in a hurry.’

‘What? A school function?’

‘Yes, I am supposed to give a speech today at Govt. Primary School    Gopalapatnam. No more

questions dear, get ready soon. It’s already 8o’clock.’
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Unit 6

The Witty Nasruddin

Nasruddin was a famous witty man. He delighted the people with his sense of humour. He was

very simple and kind. Here are a few jokes of Nasruddin.

1. ‘How old are you Nasruddin?’

‘Forty!’

‘But you said the same last time I asked you, two years ago.’

‘Yes, I always stand by what I have said!’

2. One day Nasruddin was addressing the community.

‘Dear community, I cannot remember anything to tell you,’ he said.

His son, a clever boy was sitting under the chair, stood up and said, ‘If you cannot

remember what to tell us, can’t you remember how to get down from that place?’

3. One day Nasruddin asked a wealthy man for some money.

‘What do you want it for?’

‘To buy an elephant.’

‘If you have no money you will not able to maintain an elephant.’

‘I asked for money, not advice.’

Unit 7

I Was Bad at Cricket

I walked slowly to the crease.

My pads and helmet were too big for me.

‘Ha! Ha! Indians are sending in kids,’ commented one spectator. Others laughed…

This was my first big game.

I took a deep breath.

I didn’t look at any one.

All I saw was the ball.

The first ball was right on the middle stump.

I didn’t swing the bat very hard.

I simply let the ball hit the bat.

There was no need for anyone to run.

The ball crossed the fence.
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Four runs!

The spectators cheered up and clapped.

I made my fast bowlers look like slow bowlers.

Every strike of mine was a six or a four.

I made my first century.

Our team won the match.

Unit 8

Will Power

Rahul came back from school. He threw his bag, went to the bed room weeping.

‘What happened Rahul?’ asked his father.

‘Everyone in my class is teasing me. They are calling me a crippled boy. Therefore, I don’t like

the school. I won’t go to school,’ Rahul said.

Rahul’s father sat beside him.

‘Stop weeping, Rahul! Though, you can’t walk properly like others, you’re a nice boy,’ said his

father.

‘No, Daddy! I can’t play Cricket or Kabaddi like others,’ said Rahul.

‘You may not play outdoor games like Cricket, but you are good at Chess and Carroms. One

day you may become a champion. Nobody will compete with you,’ Rahul’s father patted Rahul.

‘Of course, Daddy! Even our teachers are also not happy with my performance. Though I’m

interested in studies, I could not get good marks,’ Rahul said sadly.

‘Don’t worry Rahul. You are learning many things in school. You can sing well, play chess and

carroms.You need not worry about marks. You can become what you want to be in your life.

Have you ever heard of Stephen Hawking?

‘No, I haven’t.’

‘I’ll tell you something about him. You know he can’t move any of his body parts yet he has

become a world famous scientist. This shows disability is not a curse. Cheer up, my boy.’
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A Note to the Teacher

The new textbooks in English have been developed basing on National Curriculum
Framework (NCF) 2005 and A.P. State Curriculum Framework (APSCF) 2011 and  they
are in tune with Right To Education (RTE) 2009. They envisage a shift in the teaching
paradigm in the sense that the focus is on knowledge and language construction rather
than the reproduction of a given set of information.

The textbook for class V has been developed keeping the following as the learning
outcomes expected from the learners at the end of the academic year.

Learning outcomes expected at the end of the course

We expect the learners in class V to listen to narratives, descriptions, rhymes/ songs
and dialogues, read them and construct the following discourses both orally and in the
written.

1. Descriptions (objects, persons, places, and experiences)

2. Conversations

3. Story containing events and dialogues

4. Rhymes / songs

5. Messages

6. Recipe

7. Notice/ Sign board

8. Posters

9. Letter

10. Enacting a Play

Salient Features of the new Textbooks

You may have noticed that the new textbook has a few features which make it different
from the one that we have been using.

 Units are thematically organized with passages meant for listening and reading.
Activities are focus on comprehension, expansion of vocabulary and building up
grammar consciousness.

 Efforts have been taken to ensure that the learners get holistic input of language
rather fragmentary one, in terms of language elements, vocabulary items, etc.

Appendix II
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 Vocabulary and grammar exercises have been contextually embedded avoiding
de-contextualised treatment.

 A few questions and activities have been included from the point of view of
continuous and comprehensive evaluation (CCE). They do not target on any fixed
responses; instead they demand the learners to use language authentically by way
of expressing themselves orally and in writing. The comprehension questions,
vocabulary and grammar exercise, reading and listening are all stepping stones
for the learners to gain proficiency in language and as such are not goals by
themselves.

The Classroom Process

The general design of classroom transaction will be something like the following:

The Pre-Reading Session:

1. The teacher interacts with the learners in an informal way in order to instil in
them a sort of communication expectancy so that they are psychologically tuned
to involve in the activities that follow. The picture given in the beginning of the
unit can be used as a trigger for sensitizing the learners on the theme around
which the lessons in the unit have been woven.  The interaction based on this
picture will serve as warm up for engaging the learners in the activities that follow.
The teacher can ask a few analytical questions that will elicit individual perceptions
on the picture.

2. The second picture in the beginning of the unit is related to the listening input
given to the learners. The interaction based on the picture will help the learners
comprehend the passage presented to them orally.  Individual perceptions and
divergent thinking on the part of the learners are the prime focus of the interaction
at this stage.

3. This is followed by the presentation of a narrative which will further sensitize
the learners on the theme. The narrative makes the major listening input for the
learners. The passage for listening has been given at the end of the book.

4. This is followed by a few more analytical questions eliciting free responses of
the learners. Moreover, these questions will help the learners make intelligent
predictions on what they are going to read.

Reading

The next language module to be transacted is reading. This involves a number of micro-
processes:

1. Individual reading: Note that children have already made some intelligent
prediction on the content of the passage. They will be making an earnest attempt
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to check whether their prediction is borne true. Reading in this sense is need-
based and is an intrinsically motivated activity. Of course they will be confronting
with a few barriers, caused by the unfamiliar words or structural complexities.

2. Collaborative reading: Children sit in groups and share their reading experience
within the group  in terms of  things like the following:

 What they understood from the passage they read

 What they did not understand

 The parts that they liked most in the passage

3. This is followed by sharing of ideas with other groups with the facilitator’s
mediation. Sometimes a glossary or dictionary will be made use of.

4. When collaborative reading is over the facilitator asks a few questions related to
the passage. These are not meant for checking comprehension. Instead, they are
questions of an analytical nature such as reflective questions, inferential questions,
cause-consequence questions and so on. These questions help the learners
assimilate the text by virtue of localising and personalising it.

5. The facilitator can read the passage aloud which will help the learners make better
sense of the reading passage. Moreover, the teacher’s reading will serve as a
listening input for the learners in terms of some of the articulation features.

6. A mind mapping activity may be carried out which will act as a tool for teaching
the thinking process of learners. They can describe the mind maps they have
developed.

The Post Reading Session

The major activity of the post-reading session is the construction of a discourse by the
learners. By virtue of the inputs they have received through listening and reading they
are in a position to take up a task which demands them to construct a specific discourse
(conversation, description, story, etc.). Each discourse calls for a specific process without
which the learners will not be able to construct it. The micro- process of discourse
construction ensures

 individual construction,

 presentation by a few individuals,

 sharing in group for refinement,

 presentation by the groups,

 and the presentation of the facilitator’s version of the targeted discourse.
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Editing

The discourses constructed by the learners (whether individually or in groups) may
have certain errors in them. These errors may be related to syntax or morphology or
cutting across both. In addition to these there may be punctuation or spelling errors.
These are to be rectified for which there is a meticulous process of editing. This is not
a slot for teaching grammar. The learners are sensitized on these errors by evoking their
intuitive sense of well-formed structures which works like a conscious monitor. Note
that this sense is to be acquired non-consciously and not by learning grammatical facts
consciously.

The post reading session also includes some activities meant for the expansion of
vocabulary and the strengthening of specific aspects of grammar. However, these activities
are not meant for teaching any grammatical points explicitly. Both vocabulary and
grammar are contextually embedded.

Addressing Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing

Traditional classrooms give a lot of importance to the writing skills of learners. The
underlying assumption is that skills can be developed through practice which in due
course will lead to the mastery of language. However, a major chunk of the writing task
assigned to children comprises of

 Writing answers to comprehension questions;

 Doing de-contextualized exercises involving vocabulary and structural items;

 Writing guided compositions (letter writing, developing story from the given
outline, etc.);

 Writing copies;

This kind of writing is in a way, ‘risk-free’ because in most cases there will be only one
correct answer. Since the thrust is on practising skills most of what children are expected
to write have a direct bearing upon the information given in the textbook. This is supposed
to be necessary for avoiding or at least minimizing the possibilities of learners making
errors. This being the general situation of writing tasks undertaken by the learners there
is no point in sharing ideas with others. Therefore, there is hardly any scope for refining
one’s written work through collaboration.

Discourse Oriented Pedagogy does not address skills placing them in watertight
compartments. Instead, they are treated embedding them in the context of discourses to
be listened to, to be read and to be produced orally and in the written form by the learners;
there is wider scope for integrating skills.
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Assessment

Language learning process is a continuous one and assessment is not an activity
distinct from learning. Since learning is facilitated through group discussions, pair
discussions and individually, assessment also operates at the individual level, in peers
and in groups. This will help the learners to compare their strengths and weakness and
make modifications in their learning. We propose Continuous and Comprehensive
Assessment at all levels of language learning. The thrust is on formative assessment
which can be interpreted as assessment for learning and assessment as learning which
are distinct from summative assessment of learning. It is important that the teacher does
not judge the child’s nature, instead notices the inherent potential of the child as a learner
in the context of his / her nature.

As has already been pointed out the development of language skills and thinking

skills is taken care of by the various activities that are to be carried out in the class room

such as listening to and reading authentic texts and responding to them. None of the

grammatical concepts and vocabulary items is meant for de-contextualised testing as

was done in our examinations; the learning of various grammatical concepts and vocabulary

items are to be tested only by placing them in authentic discourse contexts.

Tools available for performance assessment related to a specific unit

 Assessment page of Teacher’s Lesson Plan ( Teaching Manual)

 Diary containing anecdotes revealing snapshots of learner achievement

 Student portfolio (Collection of the work done by the individual learner)

 Big books or other products evolving in groups through collaboration

 Feedback collected from parents

 Peer assessment tools (specific tools to be evolved)

 Worksheets in a specific assessment context

Stages of Assessment

Let us see how the Unit Analysis is done for materialising Continuous Assessment. The

following stages may be useful:

1. Identifying the modules or segments (listening, reading, exercises, etc.) to be

transacted in each unit.  At each stage of transaction the facilitator has to bear in

mind a few questions:

 What are the competencies addressed in this segment /unit?

 What are the constructs (concepts, skills, processes, attitudes, etc. ) formed

at this stage?
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 What activities /classroom processes are to be carried out for facilitating the

construction of knowledge at each stage?

2.  Using appropriate tools for assessment with specified indicators

3.  Giving proper positive feedback to the learners in the form of qualitative statements

4.  Recording assessment in terms of the indicators

You should rise above the textbook and appreciate the fact that language can be taught using any

/every material available in the classroom or outside the class room.  The textbook is only a skeleton

that represents the syllabus. The teacher should give it flesh, blood, and life by bringing into the classroom

a wide variety of stimulating materials like photographs, pictures, riddles,  models, art, craft, dance,

and anything under the sun that facilitates teaching learning process and makes it a joyful experience.

We hope you could do that.  Happy teaching!
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Note: Use Teacher’s Handbook for effective classroom transaction.


